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GLOSSARY

Beni Stabili/Company: Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ.

Civil Code: The Italian Civil Code.

Corporate Governance Committee: the Corporate Governance Committee, set up
by Borsa Italiana, which approved the new Corporate Governance Code for Listed
Companies in March 2006, finally amended in the July 2015 version.

Financial Year: the 2016 financial year, to which the Report refers.

Issuers Regulation: the Regulations issued by Consob with Resolution no.
11971/1999 and subsequent amendments and additions.

Markets Regulation: the Regulation on Markets issued by Consob with Resolution
no. 16191/2007 (and subsequent amendments and additions).

Report: the report on corporate governance and company’s structure, which the
Company is required to draw up pursuant to art. 123-bis of the TUF.

TUF: Legislative Decree No. 58 of 24 February 1998 (Consolidated Financial Act)
and subsequent amendments and additions.
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1. Profile of the Issuer
This corporate governance report has been prepared pursuant to art. 123-bis of the
TUF and is based on the last edition of the related format sponsored by Borsa
Italiana. This report aims at describing the corporate governance system of Beni
Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ (hereunder “Beni Stabili” or the “Company”). .
Beni Stabili is one of Italy's leading property investment and management
companies. In consideration of the status of “SIIQ”, the activity of Beni Stabili is
focused mainly on rental activities. It invests primarily, directly and via its
subsidiaries or joint ventures, in office properties, mainly located in Italy and leased
to major industrial and financial companies. The Company also engages in property
trading activities and also in property improvement and development activities,
through its subsidiaries.
2.

Information on the ownership structure (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 1,
of the TUF)
(as at 9 February 2017)

a)

Share capital (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 1, letter a) of the TUF)

The current share capital of Beni Stabili, resolved for €287,922,232.60, subscribed
and paid in for €226,959,280.30 , is shown below:

STRUCTURE OF SHARE CAPITAL
No. of shares

Ordinary
Shares

2,269,592,803

% compared to

Listed

Rights/

the share capital

(Market)

Obligations

100%

Yes

(1)

(1) They are the legal terms, and more specifically, as regards the rights:
-

asset rights (right to earnings, right to the liquidation share);

-

administration rights (the right to take part in Shareholders’ Meetings, the right
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to vote in Shareholders’ Meetings, the right to challenge meeting resolutions,
the right to consult company records, pursuant to art. 2422 of the Italian Civil
Code);
-

rights of control (the right to report any irregularities);

-

rights to sell (pledge/usufruct of the share).

As regards obligations, the shareholder is substantially bound to pay for shares
subscribed in accordance with predetermined procedures.
***
As regards other financial instruments, which grant the right to subscribe new
share issues, reference is made to the following table.

OTHER FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
(granting the right to subscribe Beni Stabili ordinary shares)
Bonds convertible in Beni Stabili ordinary shares

Listed
(Market)

No. of

Categories of

Number of

outstanding

shares used

shares used for

instruments

for conversion

conversion

2,270

ordinary

2,000

ordinary

Yes
“€270,000,000 2.625
per cent. Convertible
Bonds due 2019”

at
Luxembourg
Stock

409,649,522

Exchange
(Euro MTF)
Yes

“€200,000,000 0.875
per cent. Convertible
Bonds due 2021”

at Borsa
Italiana S.p.A.
(ExtraMOT –

199,980,001

Professional
Segment)
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It must be noted that, as at Financial Year’s date, Beni Stabili has issued two
Convertible Bonds, as best described here below:
-

in 2013, a convertible bond, called “270,000,000 2.625% Convertible Bonds due
2019” maturing on 17 April 2019 was issued for a total amount of € 270
million and listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange;

-

in 2015, another convertible bond was issued, called “€200,000,000 0.875%
Convertible Bonds due 2021” maturing on 31 January 2021, for a total of € 200
million, listed on the multilateral trading system of Borsa Italiana S.p.A. called
“ExtraMOT – Professional Segment”.

In order to complete the information provided above, we point out that, in
accordance with the resolution of the Board of Directors of 9 February 2017, the
Company launched a repurchase programme of bonds related to the “€
270,000,000 2.625% Convertible Bonds due 2019” up to a maximum amount of €
270,000,000, to be performed through a so-called “reverse bookbuilding” process
reserved to qualified investors, as defined by art. 35-bis, paragraph 3, of Issuers
Regulation.
This programme ended with the purchase of bonds for a total principal amount of €
266,900,000, equal to 98.9% of the outstanding bonds’ nominal value.

b)

Limitations to the transfer of securities (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 1,
letter b) of the TUF)

No limits in transferring securities are provided, such as limits in ownership of
securities and the necessity to obtain approval by the Company or other
shareholders.

c)

Major shareholdings (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 1, letter c) of the TUF)

Based on the information available to the Company, the following Shareholders
currently own more than 5% shares of the subscribed share capital:
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Reporting Shareholder

Direct Shareholder

% of ordinary

% of voting

shares held

shares held

Foncière des Régions S.A.

Foncière des Régions S.A.

52.222%

52.222%

Crédit Agricole S.A.

Predica S.A.(*)

5.697%

5.697%

Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ

0.042%

0.042%

Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ(**)

(*) Based on the dividends received for the year 2014. We represent that, the recipient
of the dividend for the year 2015 results to be Caceis Bank France, a Company of
Crédit Agricole Group, for a total amount of 8,157%.
(**) As a result of the share buyback program originally approved by the Shareholders’
Meeting of 17 October 2007.

d)

Securities conferring special rights (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 1, letter
d) of the TUF)

The Company issued no securities granting special control rights.

e)

Equity investment of employees: mechanism for exercising the voting
right (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 1, letter e) of the TUF)

No employees’ equity investment systems are provided.

f)

Limitations in exercising the voting right (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 1,
letter f) of the TUF)

No limitations in the voting right are provided.

g)

Shareholders’ Agreements (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 1, letter g) of the
TUF)

As regards the existence of covenants or agreements that could involve, in
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accordance with the Consolidated Financial Act, restrictions on or the regulation of
parties’ voting rights, to date no significant covenants or agreements pursuant to
article 123-bis, paragraph 1, letter g) have been communicated to the Company to
date.

h)

Change of control clauses (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 1, letter h) of the
TUF) and regulatory provisions with respect to take-over bids (pursuant
to articles 104, par.1-ter and 104-bis, par. of the TUF)

No significant agreements were entered by Beni Stabili or its subsidiaries that will
be effective, amended or will be automatically terminated should the company’s
control be modified.
In addition the Corporate Articles of Association do not provide for exceptions to the
provisions of the passivity rule provided under article 104, paragraphs 1 and 2, of
the TUF or provide for application of the neutralisation rules contemplated by
article 104-bis, paragraphs 2 and 3 of the TUF.

i)

Powers to increase share capital and authority for the purchase of own
shares (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 1, letter m) of the TUF).
-

Mandates to increase share capital

As at Financial Year’s date, the Board of Directors has no mandates authorising it
to increase the share capital that have not been exercised yet.
In order to complete the information provided above, we point out that on 9
February 2017 the Board of Directors resolved to submit for approval to the next
Shareholders’ Meeting the proposal to grant a mandate to the Board of Directors to
increase the Company’s share capital, pursuant to art. 2443 of the Italian Civil
Code, in one or more tranches, on a gratuitous basis and/or against payment, for a
maximum amount not exceeding 25% of the Company’s nominal share capital by
issuing new shares to offer in option to assignees and within 18 months from the
date of the approval by the Shareholders’ Meeting
As of today, the Board of Directors has not resolved upon the possible exercise of
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the mandate.

-

Purchase and sale of treasury shares

The total number of treasury shares currently held by the Company amounts to
961,000, equal to 0.042% of the share capital of Beni Stabili and originates from a
“Treasury shares purchase and sale plan” initially approved by the Shareholders’
Meeting of 17 October 2007, with the constitutional elements later implemented in
2008 by the Board of Directors.
In order to complete the information provided above, we point out that on 9
February 2017 the Board of Directors resolved to submit for approval to the next
Shareholders’ Meeting a purchase and sale plan of Company’s shares, to be
executed in one or more tranches, on a revolving basis, for a maximum amount of
Beni Stabili’s ordinary shares not exceeding the 10% of the Company’s share
capital, in accordance with the methods set forth by pertinent laws and regulations
on the matter, including at a European level, in force from time to time and for a
term of 18 months starting from the date of the approval by the Shareholders’
Meeting.
As of today, the Board of Directors has not resolved upon the possible purchase and
sale plan of Company’s shares.
j)

Management and Coordination

Pursuant to art. 2497-bis of the Italian Civil Code, the Company is managed and
coordinated by Foncière des Régions S.A.
It should be also noted that information required as per art. 123-bis, par. 1, letter i)
of the TUF, regarding among other things, any agreements between the Company
and the Directors that provide for compensation in the event of resignations or
dismissals without just cause, are described in the section of this Report on the
remuneration of the Company, published in accordance with article 123-ter of the
TUF, while information required as per art. 123-bis, par. 1, letter l) of the TUF,
relating, among other things, to the rules applying to the appointment and
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replacement of directors, are set out in the section of this Report on the Board of
Directors (paragraph 4.1).

3.

Compliance (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 2, letter a) of the TUF)

As explained in the section of this Report on the “Profile of the Issuer” the Company
is substantially in compliance with the recommendations of the Corporate
Governance Code for Listed Companies, approved in March 2006 and recently
amended in July 2015, by the Corporate Governance Committee, sponsored by
Borsa Italiana S.p.A. and available to the public on the Borsa Italiana website
(www.borsaitaliana.it). Please refer to the provisions of the single sections of this
Report for further details.
Beni Stabili and its subsidiaries with strategic relevance are not subject to nonItalian laws that may affect the structure of the Company's corporate governance.

4.

Board of Directors

4.1.

Appointment and replacement (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 1, letter l) of

the TUF)
Directors are elected and replaced in accordance with procedures set forth in art.
13 of the Articles of Association currently in force, according to which the entire
Board of Directors will be elected based on lists deposited by Shareholders in which
candidates shall be listed in sequential order, specifically indicating candidates that
meet the independence requirements.
Furthermore, except with regard to lists indicating less than three names, each list
must include at least 1/3 (Full Quota), of individuals from each gender, to the
extent envisaged by law and/or regulations.
On completion of the list voting procedure, the Board of Directors must at least
comprise:
- one member that meets the independence requirements established by law, or
the highest number required under applicable law (“Independence Criterion”);
-

1/3 (“Full Quota”) of individuals from the least represented gender, to the
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extent required by inescapable provisions of laws and/or regulations.
The lists shall be deposited at the Company’s registered office at least twenty-five
days before the date set for the Shareholders’ Meeting, first call, and published at
the stock market operator and on the Company’s website, accompanied by the
documents required by regulations in force, at least twenty-one days before the date
set for the Shareholders’ Meeting, to be held in first call.
No Shareholder may, either individually or jointly, submit more than one list,
including by proxy or through a trust, and each candidate may be present on one
list only, on pain of ineligibility.
For the shareholding percentage required to be entitled to submit lists of candidates
for the position of Director reference should be made to the Consob communication
issued within thirty days of the end of each financial year, pursuant to article 147ter, par. 1 of Legislative Decree 58/98 and articles 144-quater and 144-septies, par.
1 of Consob Resolution no. 11971/1999 and subsequent amendments and
additions. As regards Beni Stabili, the shareholding percentage required to be
entitled to submit lists of candidates for the position of Director for the renewal of
the Board of Directors for 2016, is 1% of the share capital, pursuant to Consob
Resolution No. 19856 of 25 January 2017 pursuant to art. 147-ter, par. 1 of
Legislative Decree 58/98 and art. 148, par. 2 of Legislative Decree 58/98 and art.
144-septies, par. 1, of Consob Resolution no. 11971/1999 and subsequent
amendments and additions.
Therefore, Shareholders are entitled to deposit lists only if, upon submission of the
list, either on their own or with other Shareholders, they own the required number
of shares prescribed by the aforementioned Consob resolution.
The minimum percentage required for submitting lists is indicated in the notice
convening the meeting.
By the deadline for depositing the lists at the registered office, each list must be
accompanied by a statement from each candidate whereby they accept their
candidacy, declare, under their responsibility, that there are no grounds for
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ineligibility or incompatibility, and that they satisfy current legal requirements for
the office of Director.
Each voting shareholder may vote for one list only.
Members of the Board of Directors shall be appointed according to the following
procedure:
-

all the Directors except one shall be drawn from the list that obtains the most
Shareholder votes, in the sequential order in which they appear on the list
and without prejudice to compliance with the Full Quota. At least one of these
Directors, or the highest number of Directors required to comply with the
Independence Criterion, must meet the same independence requisites
established for members of the supervisory board by the regulations in force;

-

at least one Director shall be drawn from the minority list that obtains the
most shareholder votes, provided that he/she is not in any manner
connected, even indirectly, with the Shareholders who submitted or voted the
list that obtained the most votes;

-

for the purposes of allocating the Directors to be elected, lists are not taken
into consideration unless they obtain a percentage of votes equal at least to
half that required for submitting the lists.

In the event of a tie the Shareholders’ Meeting shall hold a new list vote in order to
elect the entire Board of Directors.
Should, on the other hand, only one list be deposited in accordance with the rules,
all the Directors shall be drawn from this one list, based on the sequential order in
which the candidates appear on the list, without prejudice to compliance with the
Independence Criterion and with the Full Quota.
The list achieving the highest number of votes must guarantee compliance with the
Independence Criterion and with the Full Quota or Reduced Quota, where
applicable. In particular, where membership of the board is determined on the basis
of sequential numbers assigned to candidates on this list and does not allow
12

compliance with the aforementioned criteria, also taking into consideration the
candidate elected from the minority list, the candidates with the lowest sequential
number that do not meet the requirements in question will be replaced by
candidates with the highest sequential number until the membership prescribed by
applicable laws and regulations has been reached.
The term of office of a Director shall be for three financial years and terminate on
the data of the Shareholders’ Meeting called to approve the financial statements for
their last year of office. Directors can be re-elected.
The list voting procedures applies only when the entire Board of Directors is
renewed.
If one or more Directors should leave office during a given year, except in cases in
which the majority of Directors leave office, the Board shall arrange replacement
pursuant to art. 2386 of the Italian Civil Code, by co-opting a person from the list
from which the outgoing Director was elected or, where this is not possible, by
appointing a candidate proposed by the Shareholder that represented the list from
which the outgoing Director was elected, in compliance with the Independence
Criterion and with the Full Quota. The Shareholders’ Meeting will later finalise
arrangements in accordance with the majorities envisaged by laws and regulations
in force.
The office of Directors appointed in this manner shall terminate at the same time as
that of Directors already in office.
Independent Directors are required to immediately inform the Board of Directors
should they no longer meet the independence requisites prescribed by law. The loss
of such requisites shall result in termination of their office.
There are no plans for the succession of Directors. To date, the Board of Directors
has neither considered the possibility of adopting these plans, nor has the
Appointment Committee submitted any proposals in this regard, deeming it not
necessary to intervene in the process of the replacement of Directors by adding new
regulations to those that are currently in force and are well structured.
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4.2.

Members (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 2, letter d) of the TUF)

The current members of the Board of Directors were elected by the Shareholders’
Meeting held on 7 April 2016 for the years 2016-2017 and 2018, namely until the
end of the Shareholders' Meeting that will approve the financial statements for the
year ended 31 December 2018.
Appointment of the Board of Directors followed the procedure set forth by art. 13 of
the Articles of Association which, to summarise, envisages that on completion of the
appointment procedure the Board of Directors at least 1/3 of the members are of
the gender least represented and mostly by “independent” Directors as, for the
latter aspect, art. 37 of the Markets Regulation (Consob Resolution No.
16191/2007) shall apply in such cases.
The current Board of Directors is composed of:
-

Mr. Enrico Laghi

-

Mr. Christophe Kullmann

-

Mr. Leonardo Del Vecchio

-

Mr. Jean Gaston Laurent

-

Ms. Micaela Le Divelec Lemmi

-

Mr. Ariberto Fassati

-

Ms. Adriana Saitta

-

Mr. Angelo Busani

We represent that, following the resignation of Ms. Francoise Pascal Jacqueline
Debrus, during the Board Meeting of 9 February 2017 the Board of Directors coopted
and appointed, pursuant to art. 2386 of the Italian Civil Code, Ms. Marjolaine Alquier
De L’Epine, who will remain in office until the next Shareholders’ Meeting called for 6
April 2017.
Christophe Kullmann is the Chief Executive Officer and, therefore, an Executive
Director.
The election of the Board of Directors was held in accordance with the provisions of
the Articles of Association and the Company’s Corporate Governance Code, which
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requires that the lists shall be deposited at the Company’s registered office at least
twenty-five days before the date indicated for the shareholders' Meeting on first call
and shall be made available at the stock market operator and on the Company web
site, accompanied by the documents required by the regulations in force, at least
twenty-one days before the date set for the shareholders’ Meeting to be held in first
call.
Two lists, along with the pertinent documents in compliance with current laws on
the matter, were filed within the term provided for the filing of the lists to appoint
the members of the Board of Directors. The first list was filed by the majority
shareholder Foncière des Régions S.A., which held 50.098% of the share capital
when it filed its list. The second list was filed by a minority group of institutional
shareholders, both Italian and foreign, which held a total of 2.189% of the share
capital when they filed their list.
The list filed by the majority shareholder Foncière des Régions S.A. had the
following names:
-

Mr. Enrico Laghi - Independent

-

Mr. Christophe Kullmann

-

Mr. Leonardo Del Vecchio

-

Mr. Jean Gaston Laurent

-

Ms. Françoise Pascale Jacqueline Debrus - Independent

-

Ms. Micaela Le Divelec Lemmi – Independent

-

Ms. Adriana Saitta - Independent

-

Mr. Ariberto Fassati - Independent

-

Mr. Olivier Francois Joseph Esteve

The list filed by the minority group of institutional shareholders had the following
two names:
-

Mr. Angelo Busani – Independent

-

Ms. Silvia Candini - Independent

The lists and the attached documents can be found on the Company’s website
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www.benistabili.it.
The list filed by the majority shareholder obtained 69.72% of the voting rights
represented at the Shareholders’ Meeting.
The list filed by the minority group of institutional shareholders obtained 30.02% of
the voting rights represented at the Shareholders’ Meeting.
From the list filed by the majority shareholder, which obtained the highest number
of votes from the shareholders, eight Directors, in the order they appeared on the
list, were appointed, since all the requisites in compliance with the “Full Quota”
criteria pertaining to the presence of women on the Board of Directors and in
compliance with the “Independence Requirement” were met, whereas from the list
filed by the minority group of institutional shareholders one Director, in the order
he appeared on the list, was appointed. Ms. Marjolaine Alquier De L’Epine, who was
co-opted by the Board of Directors on 9 February 2017 following the resignation of
Ms. Francoise Pascal Jacqueline Debrus, was nominated by the majority
shareholder Foncière des Régions S.A. given that the resigning Director was on the
majority shareholder’s list and because the last name not appointed on the majority
shareholder’s list at the Shareholders’ Meeting of 7 April 2016 could not have been
appointed as such appointment would have breached the “Full Quota” criteria
under the Articles of Association.
The nomination Committee that met on 9 February 2017 examined the candidate
and then filed its proposal with the Board of Directors, which met on the same date.
Upon ensured that the candidate complied with the provisions of the law pertaining
to the positions, the Board of Directors appointed, pursuant to art. 2386 of the
Italian Civil Code, Ms. Marjolaine Alquier De L’Epine as one of the Board Members.
The market was duly informed of such appointment.
The following table contains a summary of information regarding each of the
current members of the Company's Board of Directors.
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CCR

Board of Directors
Title

Members

Year of
birth

First
appoint
ment
date

In office
since

In office
until
(1)

List
(M/m)

Exec

Non
Exec
.

Indep.
as per
Code

Indep. as
per TUF
(4)

%
(5)

(2)
(3)

Chairman

Enrico Laghi

Director
and CEO

Christophe Kullmann

Director

Françoise Pascale
Jacqueline Debrus

1969

1965

1960

23.04.03

27.06.07

17.04.13

7.04.16

7.04.16

17.04.16

31.12.18

31.12.18

9.02.17

M

M

M

X

X

X

X

5/5

5/5

X

X

X

4/5

N. of
other
positi
ons
held

(6)

CR
%

(6)

(5)

M

0

(▪)

(▪)

8

CN
%

(6)

%

(5)

p

2/2

CE

(5)

P

n.h.

5
M
(▪)

6

(6)

%
(5)

P

2/2

M

2/2

n.h.

M
Director

Leonardo Del Vecchio

1935

9.07.01

7.04.16

31.12.18

M

X

0/5

3

n.h.
(▪)

Director

Jean Laurent

1944

27.04.11

7.04.16

31.12.18

M

X

Director

Micaela Le Divelec
Lemmi

1968

7.04.16

7.04.16

31.12.18

M

X

X

Adriana Saitta

1970

7.04.16

7.04.16

31.12.18

M

X

Ariberto Fassati
Angelo Busani
Isabella Bruno
Tolomei Frigerio

1946
1960

7.04.16
7.04.16

7.04.16
7.04.16

31.12.18
31.12.18

M
m

1963

17.04.13

17.04.13

31.12.15

1940

9.07.01

17.04.13

31.12.15

Director
Director
Director
Director

5/5

3

X

3/4

1

X

X

4/4

0

M

3/3

X
X

X
X

X
X

4/4
4/4

6
1

M
P

3/3
3/3

M

M

X

X

X

1/1

4

M

X

X

X

1/1

4

P

1/1

M

M

1/1
(▪)

1/1

M

2/2

n.h.

M

2/2

M

n.h.
n.h.

M

2/2

M

n.h.

M

n.h.

M

n.h.

1/1
Director

Giacomo Marazzi

(▪)
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Director

Clara Pierfranca
Vitalini

1/1
1961

17.04.13

17.04.13

31.12.15

N. of meetings attended during the relevant period

M

X

X

X

1/1

M

1/1

M
(▪)

BOD

CRC

RC

NC

EC

5

4

2

0

2

Quorum required for the submission of the list by the minority shareholders for the election of one or more Directors: 1%

(*) Director responsible for the Internal Control System and Risk Management
(▪) Until 7 April 2016
Exec./Non Exec: Executive or non-Executive.
No. of other positions: the number of positions as Director or Statutory Auditor held in other companies listed in regulated markets, including non-Italian companies,
in finance companies, banks, insurance companies or large corporations. Attachment A of this Report contains a list of the relevant companies for each Director.
CRC: Control and Risks Committee
RC: Remuneration Committee.
NC: Nomination Committee.
EC: Executive and Investment Committee.
Note that as of the Board of Directors’ Meeting dated 7 April 2016 the appointment committee and the remuneration committee have been merged into one a single
committee (appointment and remuneration Committee) as better explained in paragraph 6 of this Report.
(1) Directors will hold office until the conclusion of the Shareholders’ Meeting approving the financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2018.
(2) Directors were taken from the list filed by the majority shareholder Foncière des Régions S.A.. (M) and the list filed by a group of minority institutional
shareholders (m)
(3) Prerequisites for independence pursuant to art. 3 of the Company's Corporate Governance Code in force.
(4) Prerequisites for independence pursuant to art. 148, par. 3, of the TUF.
(5) The number of Board of Directors’ and Committee meetings attended by each Director.
For those Directors whose mandate expired after the Shareholders’ Meeting to approve the balance closing 31.12.2015 (Shareholders’ Meeting of 7 April 2016) the
participation at the Board Meeting and the pertinent Committees was calculated with reference to the period they were in office during financial year 2016.
(6) The position of the Director within the Board: Chairman (C), Member (M).
n.h.: Not held.
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The Company's Board of Directors has not set a general rule with respect to the
maximum number of positions as board directors and statutory auditors at other
companies compatible with the effective performance of the duties of a director of
the Company since it is believed that the assessment should be carried out on a
case-by-case basis, and not beforehand based on predefined parameters, analysing
the information provided by the interested parties at the time of the appointment
together with the related updates collected in connection with the drafting of this
Report, as well as assessing the nature of the office and the type of company within
which the office is held. Attachment A to this Report includes details about the
offices of Director and Auditor held to date, by each Board Director, in other
companies listed on regulated markets, domestic and foreign, in financial
institutions, banks, insurance companies, or in other large corporations.

In all

events, the Directors, however, may only accept their election to the extent they
believe that they can devote sufficient time to diligently fulfil their duties, also
taking into account the number of other offices held. Members of the Board of
Directors are highly qualified, also in terms of knowledge of the Company’s
business sector and of reference regulations. The Company has in any case
organised, at the request of pertinent Directors, sessions to go into detail held by
the Company’s top management on the corporate governance, and on various
matters from time to time brought to the Board of Directors’ notice.
Moreover, in accordance with the recommendations of the Corporate Governance
Committee, Directors shall fulfil their duties in a reliable and regular manner, also
taking into account any prior professional obligations they may have.

4.3. Role of the Board of Directors (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 2, letter d) of
the TUF)
The Board of Directors met five times during 2016. The average duration of each
meeting was approximately one and a half hours.
Four meetings have been scheduled for the current financial year. Each member of
the Board of Directors will receive the documentation and information required for
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the proposed resolutions, in due time and in a way suited to the type of decisions it
is invited to make, during the week prior to the board meeting.
If required according to the nature of the resolution to be adopted, at the initiative
of the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the CEO or other Directors, managers of
company department knowledgeable on the issue at hand can be invited to attend
board meetings in order to provide in-depth reports as required on items of the
agenda.
In 2016, the Board of Directors appointed Mr. Alexei Dal Pastro as General
Manager, as of 1 July 2016. On the other hand, the Chief Financial Officer Mr.
Luca Lucaroni, resigned in September 2016, to take on new job opportunities, and
since 1 October 2016 the Company’s new Chief Financial Officer has been covered
by Ms. Barbara Pivetta, who was already responsible for Investor Relations,
Planning & Control and Corporate Finance.
On 3 May 2016, the Board of Directors selected Mr. Alexei Dal Pastro, General
Manager, and lawyer Mr. Stefano Vittori, Chief Corporate Officer, as the Company’s
“Executives

with

strategic

responsibilities”.

The

Executives

with

Strategic

Responsibility (Mr Luca Lucaroni until his resignation comes into effect, and the
General Manager as of the date he was appointed) have attended and provided the
necessary information to the Board meetings where resolutions were issued with
regard to the following items: approval of the draft financial statements, approval of
the additional periodic financial information and half-yearly position, definition of
strategic lines, operating activities and investment operations carried out by the
Company.
The Board of Directors deliberates, by way of example, the matters referred to in
art. 1.7 of Beni Stabili’s Corporate Governance Code, more specifically dealing with,
but not limited to, such matters as:
a)

preparation and adoption of corporate governance rules, definition of the
corporate governance system and structure of the Group, providing related
information in the Company’s Corporate Governance Report;

b)

examination and approval of strategic, business and financial plans for the
Company and the Group, and monitoring of their implementation;
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c)

assessment and approval of the annual budget for the Company and the
Group, and reviewed forecasts;

d)

examination and approval of periodic reporting documentation as envisaged
by regulations in force;

e)

examination

and

approval

of

transactions

(including,

for

example,

acquisitions and disposals of direct or indirect controlling interests) of
particular economic or strategic significance and totalling more than € 30
million, related party transactions, except in cases envisaged by law or the
Articles of Association, and except transactions that must be decided by the
Shareholders’ Meeting;
f)

annual assessment of Director independence at the time of approval of the
draft financial statements, taking into consideration information provided by
the individuals concerned and information of which the Board of Directors is
already aware;

g)

assessment of the Board of Directors’ operations and those of its Committees,
including their size and membership (also taking into consideration aspects
such as professional characteristics, the managerial and overall experience of
its members and their seniority in office), either periodically or as the need
arises or would be appropriate, also given any significant changes in
membership of the Board of changes in its operating procedures during the
year;

h)

assessment of the suitability of the overall organisational, administrative and
accounting

structure

of

the

Company

and

strategically

important

subsidiaries), with particular reference to the internal control and risk
management system;
i)

to ensure proper management of ownership information, at the proposal of
the CEO or Chairman of the Board of Directors, adopts an internal
management

and

external

disclosure

procedure

for

documents

and

information regarding the Company, with particular reference to inside
information.
The Board of Directors also examines and approves the Company’s investments,
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borrowings and refinancing and those of Beni Stabili’s subsidiaries (in the scope of
consolidation), with respect to individual amounts of over €30 million and up to
€300 million, and subject to non-binding consultation with the Executive and
Investment Committee, the investment, borrowing and refinancing operations of the
Company and the subsidiaries of Beni Stabili (in the scope of consolidation) where
the value is higher than €300 million, in accordance with the procedure described
in paragraph 6 a) below.
With special reference to the duties pursuant to point g) with respect to “selfassessment” of the operations of the Board of Directors, in 2016 the Company
considered it advisable to continue the process, already initiated in 2010, of selfassessment of the size, composition and function of the Board and its Committees
(so-called Board Assessment), as provided by the Code of Conduct of Borsa Italiana
and in line with the best corporate governance practices put in place by the leading
listed companies, including on an international basis, and reserved the right to
assess whether to conduct such self-assessment with the help of a consultant for
financial year 2017.
The process was carried out by the Chairman of the Board who gathered
information from the parties directly concerned who were asked to fill out a
questionnaire. The answers were processed, with the assistance of the Corporate
Service, on a percentage basis. The questionnaires were filled out anonymously.
The aim was that of supplying hints for an enhanced performance of the Board by
collecting suggestions from its members on some matters such as, but not limited
to, the involvement of the members in defining strategies, the activities of the
various Committees, information given to the Board of Directors, the awareness and
understanding of risks, the assessment of the Internal Control System and the
management of conflicts of interest.
The Board of Directors, in its meeting of 3 November 2016, was updated in the final
step of

the self-assessment process, currently being finalised and with the

Chairman assigned to providing a more detailed report on the results achieved (and
essentially already illustrated) at the next available Board meeting. The report
provided a basically positive picture from which the Board of Directors stands out
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for the “quality” of its members, the equilibrium in its composition and the
possibility of each of them to contribute autonomously to the decisional process.
Among the aspects to be strengthened, the report emphasized the opportunity to
organize, even beyond the various committees, special meetings between the
Independent Directors also in order to assess the need, or not, to have these
moments of comparison. To this aim, after the renewals owing the expiry of all the
Board positions, as fully resolved by the Shareholders’ Meeting of 7 April 2016, the
Company assessed whether to set up an initial meeting with the new Independent
Directors, called for the first months of financial year 2017, in order to plan a
possible calendar of meetings among such Directors.
The Shareholders' Meeting of the Company has not authorised, as a general and
preventive measure, any exemptions from competition restrictions set out in art.
2390 of the Italian Civil Code.

4.4.

Other corporate bodies

Chief Executive Officer
At its meeting of 7 April 2016, the Board of Directors gave the Chief Executive
Officer the following powers:

1. representation of the Company in dealings with third parties or before any
constitutional, judicial, administrative and/or government Authority and any
public or private office whether in Italy or abroad;
2. oversight of the Company’s operational and administrative activities,
focusing on all legal, budget, tax and financial aspects in accordance with
current law, particularly with respect to the requirements of Legislative
Decree 81/2008 (and successive amendments and additions) regarding
“safety at the workplace, and at temporary and mobile work sites” as well as
the

requirements

of

Legislative

Decree

196/2003

(and

successive

amendments and additions) having regard to the “processing of personal
data”;
3. signature of letters and deeds relating to routine Company’s operations in
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addition to the management of all routine activities related to the ordinary
administration;
4. negotiating,

drafting,

managing,

amending

and

terminating

rental

agreements whether performing or non-performing, including those over nine
years old, as well as company and/or company-branch rental agreements,
grant loan of spaces for use and manage the relationship with the tenants of
such property, construct and accept performing and non-performing
easements of any kind and draft surface area agreements;
5. negotiating, drafting, signing, amending and terminating disposal, purchase
and sale agreements for real estate, companies or branch companies up to a
unit price of EUR 30 million and enact any transaction that, irrespective of
the foregoing, implies an increase in the Company and the group’s debt up to
EUR 30 million;
6. sign expressions of interest non-binding for the Company for the sale and
purchase of real estate and/or real-estate complexes, companies and/or
company branches with cost restrictions;
7. engage sector agents for the purchase and/or sale of property portfolios;
8. negotiate, draft, sign, amend and terminate commercial agreements , even
for renting purposes;
9. negotiate, draft, sign, amend and terminate tender, labour, supply and
service agreements, including designing, up to a unit value of EUR 30 million
per single tender;
10. conduct transactions associated with the conservation, ordinary and
extraordinary maintenance and/or restructuring of the Company’s and
other’s real estate property and arrange the purchase of the furniture and
fittings therein as well as to carry out all the activities and sign pertinent
utility and service agreements along with any other management needs;
11. keep relations with suppliers and handle the purchases, as well as
negotiating, drafting, signing, amending and terminating consultancy
agreements pertaining to the Company’s real-estate assets and their
management;
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12. negotiating,

drafting,

signing,

handling,

amending

and

terminating

insurance contracts;
13. negotiating, signing, amending and terminating service agreements to be
conducted for the groups companies;
14. granting financing and waiving cash credit and collectables in favour of
subsidiaries, granting guarantees and/or surety to third parties or on behalf
of third parties (including subsidiaries) up to EUR 30 million per single
transaction;
15. asking banks and insurance entities for surety or counter guarantees or
other forms of guarantee both for itself and/or for its subsidiaries, and fulfil
everything that is necessary to cash in such guarantees;
16. approving the recording, cancellation, subrogation, postponement and
transfer of mortgages on all of the Company’s real estate assets, and waiver
of mortgage liens; holding Land Registrars harmless for any and all relevant
responsibility;
17. opening, closing and conducting business through bank current accounts in
connection with loans granted, obtaining credit for the Company from the
banking system without any limits on amount, provided that such credits do
not entail charges against the Company’s assets as collateral;
18. issuance and endorsement of cheques and banker’s drafts, order payments
and bank transfers without any limit on amount;
19. collection of sums from private entities and persons and from state offices
and otherwise, as well as from the Bank of Italy and Banks, whether
principal, interest and any ancillary sums, issuing the relevant discharge or
release of debt;
20. issuance, guarantee and endorsement of bills of exchange;
21. endorsement

for collection of bills, postal and telegraphic money orders

issued or endorsed by third parties to the Company, endorsement for
crediting on the Company’s account of cheques, banker’s drafts and bills
issued or transferred to the Company by third parties;
22. protest of bills, notes and cheques and relevant execution of claims on goods
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and property;
23. appointment,

hiring,

promotion,

disciplinary

measures,

setting

of

employment terms and conditions and dismissal of employees of any rank
and

position,

including

the

General

Manager,

if

appointed,

and

establishment of their powers and responsibilities;
24. representation of the Company in dealings with trade associations and trade
unions;
25. within the framework of their responsibilities and powers, the settlement of
matters in arbitration and out of court and make settlements for individual
amounts of up to EUR 30 million;
26. within the framework of their responsibilities and powers, decisions on any
administrative and judiciary proceedings and representation of the Company
before any Republic of Italy’s judicial and administrative authorities, none
excluded, with the authority to be part of legal proceedings;
27. within the framework of their responsibilities and powers, appointment of
lawyers and experts, signing of waivers and judicial acts in any court,
settlement of disputes under art. 409 of the Code of Civil Procedure;
28. representation of the Company in bankruptcy proceedings, petitions for
bankruptcy

proceedings,

submission

of

the

relevant

credit

claims,

attendance and voting at creditor meetings, agreement to compositions of
creditors, acceptance of distributions and liquidations;
29. representation of the Company in all matters, without exception, related to
duties, taxes, charges, fees of any kind and name, with the power to enter
into settlement agreements, signature and filing of administrative and
judicial claims;
30. sale, transfer, purchase or lease property, plant, equipment or intangible
assets not expressly provided for in the annual budget approved by the
Board of Directors, where the individual amount does not exceed EUR
3million;
31. appointment of Chairman, Deputy Chairman, Chief Executive Officer,
members of the Board of Directors, Sole Director and Auditor of investees.
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Appointment of proxies for annual and extraordinary general meetings of
investees, as well as providing binding voting instructions for such proxies.
In particular, concerning Extraordinary Shareholders’ meetings, proxies may
be appointed and given relevant instructions but only in the event each
proposed resolution involves an amount of no more than EUR 30 million;
32. establishment of Companies, Temporary Regrouping of Companies and Joint
Ventures consistent with operational strategies;
33. purchase and sale of investments in companies in the Beni Stabili Group,
and not, though with a limit in the latter case of EUR 30 million per
transaction, with the obligation to provide adequate information to the Board
of Directors;
34. delegation of responsibilities within the framework of the powers vested in
them.

The Chief Executive Officer reports to the Board of Directors on a quarterly basis.
With regards to the CEO, the so-called “interlocking directorate” situation does not
apply.

Chairman of the Board of Directors
Pursuant to art. 19 of the Articles of Association, the Chairman of the Board of
Directors is the Company’s legal representative and signs in the name of the
Company in respect of third parties and judicial authorities. Pursuant to art 14 of
the Articles of Association, the Chairman also acts as the Chairman of the
Executive and Investment Committee and of the Remuneration Committee.
The current Chairman of the Board of Directors, Mr. Enrico Laghi, is also the
Chairman of the Appointment and Remuneration Committee.

4.5.

Independent Directors

The following Directors are considered independent:
-

Mr. Enrico Laghi

Chairman of the Board of Directors
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-

Ms. Françoise Pascale Jacqueline Debrus

-

Ms. Micaela Le Divelec Lemmi

-

Ms. Adriana Saitta

-

Mr. Ariberto Fassati

-

Mr. Angelo Busani

With reference to Ms. Françoise Pascale Jacqueline Debrus, refer to the
considerations of paragraph 4.2 herein.
In particular, we represent that the Director Ms. Marjolaine Alquier De L’Epine coopted during the Board of Directors’ Meeting, pursuant to art. 2386 of the Italian
Civil Code, on 9 February 2017, is not an “independent director” though, however,
the Board of Directors deemed it met all the criteria, in its current composition, of
independence.
In accordance with the Company’s Corporate Governance Code, the above Directors
are independent in that:
(a)

they do not directly or indirectly, through subsidiaries, trustees or proxies,
control the Company, they are not in a position to exercise significant
influence over the Company and are not party to any shareholder agreement
enabling one or more parties to exercise control or significant influence over
the Company;

(b)

they do not engage directly, indirectly or on behalf of third parties, nor have
they engaged during the previous year, in any business relationship with the
Company, its subsidiaries, or related “key managers” (Chairman of the Board
of Directors, Executive Directors, Managers with strategic responsibilities, the
shareholder or group of shareholders, that controls the Company or related
“key managers”, to such an extent as to influence their best judgement, nor
are they, and nor have they been in the previous three years, employees of
any of the above entities;

(c)

they are not ineligible, as provided for with reference to Auditors by art. 148,
par. 3 of Legislative Decree 58 of 24 February 1998;
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(d)

they do not receive, nor have they received in the last three years, from the
issuer or a subsidiary or a parent company, any significant remuneration in
addition to the “fixed” fee paid to the Company’s non-executive Directors and
remuneration for participation in the Board’s internal committees, also in the
form of participation in incentive schemes (share-based or otherwise) linked
to the Company’s performance.

(e)

they do not hold the office of Executive Director in any other company in
which an Executive Director of the Company holds the office of Director;

(f)

they are not shareholders or Directors of a company or entity in the
partnership

network

of

the

company

appointed

as

the

Company’s

independent auditors;
(g)

are not close relatives of a person in one of the situations described under the
previous points. For this purpose, “close relatives” are the spouse and
relatives or equivalent up to twice removed.

The independence of the six Directors named above was assessed, in 2016, based
on the above described criteria, at the time of approval of the draft financial
statements and consolidated financial statements of the Group (Board of Directors
meeting of 10 February 2016) considering the information and statements made by
the parties involved and concerning the current financial year, for the five foregoing
Directors except for the resigning Director Ms. Françoise Pascale Jacqueline
Debrus, at the time of approval of the draft financial statements and consolidated
financial statements of the Group (Board of Directors meeting of 9 February 2017).
The results of the Board's assessments were announced to the market.
Though considered a “key manager” in view of the office held as Chairman of the
Board of Directors, the Board confirmed the positive assessment of continued
independence of Mr. Enrico Laghi, in this specific case applying the principle of
“prevalence of substance over form”, also considering that for the office in question,
according to the current corporate governance code, the operating and/or
management powers do not correspond and also taking into account the high
degree and recognised quality of the ethics and professionalism demonstrated by
him during the course of his mandate which allow him to express fully independent
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judgement.
These assessments have also enabled the Board to exceed the multi-annual “limit”
of the office, since the subject in question has been holding the office of Director of
the Company's Board for more than 9 years and the office of Chairman since 2010.
More specifically, the Board, deeming it unnecessary to adopt beforehand a “strict”
time criteria as a parameter for assessing the existence of the independence prerequisite, but rather adopting a "substantial” approach that would also take into
account the expertise acquired over time and the ethical and professional qualities
of the subject in question, has chosen, since the first adoption of the Corporate
Governance Code, not to adopt this criteria as a “symptomatic” evidence of the
independence requirement that each Director must meet.
The Board of Statutory Auditors notified its approval of the Board of Directors'
assessment on the independence of Directors in its Report to shareholders required
by art. 153 of the TUF and art. 2429 of the Italian Civil Code.
During the financial period, the independent Directors had the opportunity to
discuss matters falling within their area of competence at the meetings of the
individual Committees, of which they are members and which are currently
composed exclusively of “independent” members, thus reserving the right, if deemed
necessary, to hold cross-meetings within the individual Committees which, during
financial year 2016, were not formally held - also due to the fact that the entire
Board of Directors was renewed as its mandate had expired - but that will be
planned for 2017.
4.6.

Lead Independent Director

Since the provisions of application guidelines 2.C.3 of the prevailing Code of
Conduct of Borsa Italiana no longer applied, the Board of Directors did not appoint
a Lead Independent Director.
5.
-

Processing of corporate information
Internal Code for the Processing of Privileged Information
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As regards the processing of privileged information, we point out that, in
compliance with the provisions of articles 114 and thereafter of the TUF, as well as
the provisions of the Italian stock exchange’s (Borsa italiana S.p.A.) Corporate
Governance Code and, lastly, the provisions of Regulation (EU) 596/2014 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 (hereafter “MAR”) and the
various enacting and execution provisions of EU delegation regulations on market
abuse, the Company has adopted its own “Procedure for the processing of privileged
information” (hereafter the “Procedure”), which is available on the Company’s
website www.benistabili.it.
The Company has also established a “Disclosure Committee” appointed by the
Board of Directors with responsibility for, by way of example:
-

determining if information is classifiable as “privileged” pursuant to the
regulations in force;

-

assessing the “relevance” of the events to be disclosed and deciding when to
announce “privileged information” to the financial community in compliance
with the regulations in force;

-

assessing whether the criteria exist to postpone notification, pursuant to
current laws, and thus preparing minutes giving the reasons and the
circumstances leading to the delay in disclosing the information:

-

implementing the Company’s procedures and processes relating to the
communication of Privileged Information.

If circumstances should so require, the “Disclosure Committee” revises the
Company’s disclosure policy, incorporating suggestions by Internal Audit and any
interpretations issued by the Supervisory Authority.
Along with adopting the Procedure, the Company has also updated the “Register of
persons having access to Privileged Information”, in compliance with the new model
provided by the MAR regulation.
In compliance with the regulations in force, each item of Privileged Information is
disclosed to the public by a press release issued by the Investor Relator in
accordance with the relevant company procedure.
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-

Internal dealings

In enacting European and domestic provisions on internal dealings, as an example
only, and, lastly, the provisions of the MAR and the various enacting provisions, the
Board of Directors of Beni Stabili has updated its Code of Conduct (hereafter the
“Code”). The Code was initially approved on 14 March 2006 to govern information
requirements required vis a vis Beni Stabili, the Autority and the public, pertaining
to transactions, as set forth hereafter, conducted by so-called Relevant Persons and
by Subjects closely tied to them, as set forth in the Code.
The “Relevant Persons” must disclose any transactions made on the shares and
debt instruments issued by the Company, on derivative instruments or on any other
financial instrument connected thereto.
There is no need to disclose transactions with a value of no more than EUR 5,000 in
any calendar year; as regards placed derivative instruments, the amount is
calculated using the underlying instruments. The amount of EUR 5,000 is
calculated using the underlying securities. The amount of EUR 5,000 is calculated
by summing the transactions conducted in the same year without carrying out any
offsetting transactions.
When calculating the EUR 5,000 threshold one must take into consideration all the
transactions on shares and the other financial instruments conducted for each
Relevant Person and for those conducted for and on behalf of Subjects closely
connected to them during the previous twelve months starting from the date of the
last transaction. When such threshold has been exceeded, all the other transactions
conducted in the same year must be disclosed, unless otherwise set forth by
domestic laws.
The “Relevant Persons” must disclose the transactions conducted (i) to the Company
within two business days after the date they have been conducted and (ii) to Consob
within three business days after the date they have been conducted, using the
method set forth in the Code.
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The Company will publish the information it receives by the end of the business day
after the day they receive such information and, in any case, within 3 business days
after the transaction was made.
6.

Internal Committees of the Board of Directors (pursuant to art. 123-bis,
par. 2, letter d) of the TUF)

a)

Executive and Investment Committee

The Board of Directors established an “Executive and Investment Committee”,
which operates as a consultative body.
The members of the Executive and Investment Committee are:
-

Mr. Enrico Laghi

-

Mr. Christophe Kullmann

-

Mr. Jean Laurent

-

Mr. Ariberto Fassati

Independent Member

-

Ms. Adriana Saitta

Independent Member

Chairman, Independent

We point out that, pursuant to art. 14 of the Articles of Association, the Chairman
of the Board of Directors, together with the Chief Executive Officer, are members by
right of the Executive and Investment Committee.
The Committee has consultative functions with respect to the investment,
borrowing and refinancing operations of Beni Stabili or one of its subsidiaries, in
the scope of consolidation, where the individual transaction value is higher than €
300 million. In these cases, the Executive and Investment Committee must express
its prior opinion and approve it with a two-thirds majority of its members and the
Board of Directors will decide with a two-thirds majority of its members.
The Executive and Investment Committee met twice in financial year 2016.
The Committee meets as and when required pursuant to the above-mentioned
situations.
No meetings of the Executive and Investment Committee were held so far this year.

b)

Nomination and Remuneration Committee
-

Composition and duties (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 2, letter d) of the
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TUF)
Following the appointment of the new Board of Directors, as resolved during the
Shareholders’ Meeting of 7 April 2016, it was decided to establish and redefine the
committees within the Board, in compliance with the provisions of the Company’s
Code of Conduct.
During the meeting of 7 April 2016, held after the Shareholders’ Meeting, the Board
of Directors thus established a “Nomination and Remuneration Committee”
composed of three “independent” Directors. The duties of such Committee,
originally conducted by two separate committees, were grouped into a single body
by the Board of Directors of 7 April 2016, in compliance with the recommendations
of the Italian stock exchange’s (Borsa italiana S.p.A.) Corporate Governance Code.
All the requirements of such committees pertaining to their duties are compliant in
the new Committee and as the new Committee has been judged suitable to pursue
the objectives set forth in the Code of Conduct.
The Nomination and Remuneration Committee has also been given the duties of the
“Committee for Transactions with Related Parties” pursuant to the Company’s
procedure on the matter.
As regards the appointment of the members of the Board of Directors, if the entire
Board has to be renewed then the provisions of art. 13 of the current Articles of
Association shall prevail.
Nominations for the position of Director are accompanied by the documentation
currently required by regulations in force, namely:
-

detailed

information

on

the

personal

and

professional

attributes

of

candidates;
-

a representation by candidates of their possession of the prerequisites for
independence pursuant to art. 148, paragraph 3 of the TUF (Legislative
Decree 58/98) and to the Company’s Corporate Governance Code;

-

the identity of the shareholders who have submitted lists and their total
shareholdings together with a copy of the certificate required by law attesting
to the ownership of the relevant shares;
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-

a representation by which the candidates accept nomination and certify,
under their personal liability, that there are no grounds for ineligibility or
incompatibility, and that they satisfy the current legal requirements to hold
the position;

-

a representation if necessary whereby candidates confirm the absence of any
direct or indirect association with Shareholders who, individually or jointly,
hold a controlling interest or relative majority of shares, pursuant to art. 144quinquies of Consob Resolution no. 11971/1999, as amended.

The duties of the “Nomination and Remuneration Committee”, in its role as
nomination committee, are:
a)

to formulate opinions for the Board of Directors regarding its size and
membership and to express recommendations on the professional roles
considered most appropriate for representation on the Board;

b)

proposes candidates to the Board of Directors for appointment as Director if
co-opting is required to replace independent directors.

Meetings of the Committee can be attended by the Chairman of the Board of
Statutory Auditors or other Statutory Auditors they might nominate.
The Nomination and Remuneration Committee is currently composed of three
members, all “independent” Directors, namely:
-

Mr. Enrico Laghi

-

Ms. Micaela Le Divelec Lemmi

-

Mr. Ariberto Fassati.

Chairman

The Committee is given access to all information and company departments
required in the performance of its duties.
The Committee's meetings are duly recorded.
Since the conditions did not apply during 2016, the Committee to propose the
Director nominations did not hold any meetings.
To date, the Nomination Committee met on 9 February 2017 to resolve on the
proposal to put before the Board of Directors to co-opt Ms. Marjolaine Alquier De
L’Epine to replace the resigning member Ms. Francoise Pascale Jacqueline Debrus.
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As at today’s date, no other meetings of the nomination Committee have been
planned for financial ear 2017.
The duties of the “Nomination and Remuneration Committee”, in its role as
remuneration committee, are to:
a)

submit proposals to the Board, in the absence of the parties concerned,
regarding the definition of a remuneration policy for Directors and Managers
with strategic responsibilities, the latter as indicated by the Chief Executive
Officer;

b)

at the latest at the Board of Directors Meeting, to decide upon calling the
Shareholders’ Meeting to approve the financial statements and to express an
opinion on the first part of the Remuneration Report, assesses the adequacy,
overall coherence and actual application of the remuneration policy for
Directors and Managers with strategic responsibilities, for the latter making
use of information provided by the Chief Executive Officer, and submits
proposals to the Board on issues that also refer to setting the performance
objectives associated with the variable component of such remuneration;

c)

submits proposals or expresses opinions to the Board of Directors on the
remuneration of executive directors and other directors holding special office,
and on the setting of performance objectives associated with the variable
component of this remuneration; monitors the application of decisions
adopted by the Board, in particular verifying the actual achievement of
performance objectives.

Meetings of the Remuneration Committee can be attended by the Chairman of the
Board of Statutory Auditors or other Statutory Auditors they might nominate.
The Committee may retain external consultants for itself at the Company’s expense.
No external consultants have, to date, been contacted by the Committee.
The Committee met once in 2016, on 10 February, to formulate proposals regarding
the Company’s Remuneration Policy, prepared according to art. 123-ter of the
Consolidated Law on Finance, for submission to the Board of Directors for approval
on that same date. The Shareholders’ Meeting of 7 April 2016 expressed opinion in
favour of the first part of the Report, which illustrates the Company’s Remuneration
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Policy and the procedures used for its adoption and implementation. Subsequently,
on 2 May 2016, the Committee met to examine the terms and conditions of the
agreement on the General Manager’s remuneration and the terms and conditions of
the settlement agreement to be signed with the Chief Financial Officer upon his
resignation and the review of the remuneration agreement for the Chief Operating
Officer, which was deemed in line with and fair with the Company’s remuneration
policy, and in order to apply the procedural regulations regarding transactions with
related parties. In consideration of the resolutions that the Board of Directors was
going to adopt, during the meeting of 3 May 2016 the Chairman informed the Board
of Directors of the resolutions adopted on the matter by the Committee.
During this financial year the Committee will meet on 9 February 2017, at the
Board of Directors Meeting called amongst other things to approve the draft
financial statements as at 31 December 2016, and on that occasion it verified and
assessed the conditions forming the basis of the new remuneration policy, its
adequacy and overall consistency. In submitting its proposal to the Board of
Directors Meeting on such date, the Committee reported that the policy is suitable
for the correct definition of competitive remuneration levels and for promoting
internal equality and transparency. The aforementioned Committee proposal was
given opinion in favour by the Board of Directors, approving it in full on 9 February
2017. During the year the Committee will verify the correct implementation of the
Policy, reporting in detail to the Board of Directors.
Minutes of the meetings are regularly drawn up for the Committee meetings.
The average duration of each meeting was approximately forty minutes.
Details of the actual attendance of members at Committee meetings are contained
in sub-paragraph 4.2.
The Committee is given access to all information and company departments
required in the performance of its duties.
c)

Control and Risk Committee
-

Composition and duties (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 2, letter d) of the
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TUF)
The Board of Directors has set up a Control and Risk Committee comprising the
following three members, currently all “independent” Directors:
-

Mr. Angelo Busani

-

Mr. Ariberto Fassati

-

Ms. Adriana Saitta

Chairman

Details of the actual attendance of members at Committee meetings are contained
in sub-paragraph 4.2.
Mr. Ariberto Fassati has accounting and financial experience that was deemed
adequate by the Board of Directors at the time of appointment.
Meetings of the Control and Risks Committee can be attended by the Chairman of
the Board of Statutory Auditors or by another Statutory Auditor nominated by him.
The Committee assists the Board of Directors in verifying the adequacy and effective
functioning of internal controls and the risk management system. More specifically,
the Committee’s activities include:
-

at the request of the current Chief Executive Officer, expressing opinions on
specific aspects regarding the identification of the main corporate risks;

-

assessing periodic reports on assessment of the internal control and risk
management system and others of particular significance prepared by Internal
Audit;

-

the option of asking Internal Audit to perform audits on specific areas of
operation;

-

with the Manager responsible for drafting the Company’s accounting documents,
and after consulting the independent auditors and the Board of Statutory
Auditors, assesses the correct use of the accounting standards and their
uniformity for the purpose of preparing the consolidated financial statements;

-

reporting to the Board, at least every six months, at the time of approval of the
annual and interim financial statements, on its activities and the adequacy of
the internal control and risk management system, supporting the Board in
evaluating and taking decisions related to the management of risks deriving from
any detrimental fact known to the Board.
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The issues examined during the year include the updating of certain company
procedures including but not limited to the “Purchase of goods and services and
Public Works Contracts” as well as Company’s Policy on the promiscuous use of
cars.
In addition, the outcomes of assessments made on the internal control system were
evaluated from time to time, especially assessments regarding compliance with the
provisions regarding the current cycle of overdue payments and the security
thereof, payment of bank covenants and a follow-up on disputes and a specific
check-up on the “property management” activity.
The Committee met four times during 2016. During the first meeting, the Board of
Directors is informed of the resolutions adopted by the Committee and of the
activities carried out during the financial year. The Chairman of the Board of
Statutory Auditors, the other Auditors and the Head of Internal Audit attended all
meetings, together with the Head of the Parent Company's Internal Audit
Department.
Minutes of the meetings are regularly drawn up for the Committee meetings.
The average duration of each meeting was approximately one and a half hours.
Four meetings have been scheduled for the current year, including that held on the
date of the Board of Directors Meeting called to approve, amongst other things, the
financial statements as at 31 December 2016.
In the performance of its duties, the Committee was given access to all information
and the opportunity to hold meetings and interviews with the relevant company
departments, as necessary for carrying out its activities, as well as with the
representatives of the Independent Auditors and with the Chairman of the
Supervisory Body, invited to participate from time to time.
7.

Directors’ Remuneration and compensation

For details on the information provided in this section, please see the company’s
Remuneration Report, also published on the company website www.benistabili.it in
accordance with the law and, more specifically, to the contents of Table 1
“Compensations to the members of the Board of Directors and Control Bodies, and to
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other executives with strategic responsibilities”, in the second section of the
Remuneration Report, for an exact quantification of the emoluments allocated to
each Director and Executive with strategic responsibilities.

8.

Internal Control and Risk Management System

The company has an internal control and risk management system composed of a
set of rules, procedures and company organisational structures which allow the
identification, measurement, management and monitoring of the main company
risks.
With particular regard to identifying the key players involved in the internal control
and risk management system, and their operations also in terms of required
coordination, please refer to the Company’s current Corporate Governance Code
published on the website (www.benistabili.it) and to the summary version in the
“Roles and Functions” paragraph below).

Main characteristics of existing risk management and internal control systems used
in relation to the financial reporting process pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 2, letter b)
of the TUF.
Foreword
Based on the Company’s Corporate Governance Code, the internal control and risk
management system is a comprehensive set of rules, procedures and organisational
arrangements to prevent or limit the consequences of the main risks identified and
to allow the achievement of strategic and operating objectives (consistency between
activities and objectives; effectiveness and efficiency of activities; safeguarding of
corporate assets), compliance with applicable laws and regulations and accurate
and transparent reporting within the Company and to the market.
This system was implemented in the organisational and corporate governance
procedures adopted on the basis of reference models and best practices in place at
national and international level.
The internal control and risk management system of the Beni Stabili Group
currently involves the following, each to the extent of their specific duties:
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a)

the Board of Directors and its various Committees;

b)

the Director in charge of the internal control and risk management system;

c)

the Head of Internal Audit;

d)

the Board of Statutory Auditors;

e)

the other corporate roles and functions with specific duties on such matters,
defined in relation to different factors including the risk profile.

Coordination and reporting methods are also established for the above in order to
maximise efficiency and reduce the possibility of duplicated activities.
The integrated risk management model, based on international ERM (Enterprise
Risk Management) principles, aims to adopt a systematic approach to identifying
priority corporate risks, assess their potential negative effects in advance and take
the appropriate action to limit or mitigate the risks. The Group adopted its own
corporate risk model and a methodology that assigns a risk significance indicator
based on an assessment of global impact, probability and level of control, developed
in the wake of a Risk Self-Assessment process, the results of which were mapped,
with risks listed in order of priority and aggregated to encourage the coordination of
mitigation plans with a view to integrated management. The corporate risk model,
based on sector-specific and international best practices, uses an integrated
framework to cover the types of risk characteristic of the Group’s business area,
distinguishing between external risks and internal process and strategic risks.
During 2017, a new risk assessment procedure will be implemented and the
Company will map the results.

Internal Control and Risk Management System in relation to the financial reporting
process. The Executive responsible for drafting the Company’s accounting
documents (Italian Law 262/2005)
The internal accounting control system is made up of a set of corporate rules and
procedures, adopted by the various operating units, that aim to use a suitable
process for identifying the main risks associated with the preparation and
dissemination of financial reports to ensure the corporate objectives of truthfulness
and accuracy of the reports are achieved. The internal accounting control system,
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in fact, seeks to provide “reasonable certainty” that the accounting data disclosed –
including consolidated figures – offers a truthful and accurate representation of
operations, allowing the issue of statements and declarations required by law on
the correspondence with documents, books and accounting records of the
Company's documents and communications disclosed to the market and related
annual and interim financial reports.
In compliance with law, the Board of Directors has appointed an Executive
responsible for drafting the Company’s accounting Documents (the “Executive in
charge”), to whom regulations assign specific tasks, responsibilities and declaration
obligations. This manager is required to prepare suitable administrative and
accounting procedures for the preparation of accounting documents for disclosure
to the market, and to supervise actual compliance with such procedures. This role
was assigned to the Chief Financial Officer to whom the Chief Executive Officer, as
resolved by the Board of Directors, has assigned the related operating powers.
Within the Group there is no real “Model 262” defining the guidelines to be applied
in reference to obligations arising from art. 154-bis of Italian Legislative Decree
58/1998 on the preparation of corporate accounting documents and related
declaration requirements. However, arrangements have been made to define the
roles and responsibilities of the various operating units involved in the process of
preparing administrative and accounting documents.

Description of the main characteristics of existing risk management and internal
control systems in relation to the financial reporting process
The monitoring of the existing risk management and internal control systems in
relation to the financial reporting process is included in the activity plan carried out
by the head of Internal Audit and is divided into the following phases:

a)

Risk Assessment, aimed at identifying and evaluating the main risks in terms
of priority of occurrence and types;
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b)

evaluation of the possible impact on ongoing processes, that might result
from risks previously identified and consequent drawing up of an assessment
schedule;

c)

performance of assessments;

d)

evaluation of possible anomalies and criticalities identified for certification.

Risk Assessment
The risk assessment comprises the identification of the main risks that might
impair the achievement of the Group short to medium-term targets, as well as of
the main effects in terms of economic and financial damages, infringement of
regulations, damages to image and corporate mission, etc. These risks are assessed
in terms of “impact” and “vulnerability” (chance that the event would occur in spite
of controls performed) in order to classify them.

Identification of the processes that will mostly be influenced by the abovementioned risks
In this phase, corporate processes are combined with the previously identified
priority risks after the risk assessment activity has been completed in order to
obtain a list of processes to be assessed was therefore obtained, in order of
importance based on the number of risks that influenced the corporate processes.
This approach permits the Company to define the macro objectives and areas of
assessments performed over the year.

Performance of assessments
A detailed testing and assessment plan is defined through interviews with those in
charge of controls and the analysis of documents. This activity is addressed to
assess that operating procedures are actually applied and the plan and operational
efficiency of existing controls are adequate.

Evaluation of possible anomalies and criticalities identified for certification
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At completion of testing, a significance assessment of results is performed in order
to pinpoint any anomalies or criticalities for certification as per art. 154 bis of the
TUF.

Roles and Functions
With the assistance of the internal control department, the Executive in charge
periodically reports the results of ongoing monitoring of the Internal Control and
Risk Management System to the Board of Directors for the purposes of the
attestation pursuant to art. 154-bis, par. 5 of the TUF. The parties involved are:
-

the Board of Directors which assesses the adequacy and actual functioning of
the Internal Control and Risk Management System to guarantee that the
main business risks have been identified and adequately managed also with a
view to medium-long term Company’s activity sustainability;

-

the Chief Executive Officer, who acts as “Director responsible for the internal
control and risk management system” and arranges identification of the main
business risks to submit them to the Board of Directors for its review, and
who implements the Board’s policies through the planning, management and
monitoring of the Internal Control System;

-

the Control and Risks Committee, which approves resolutions regarding
internal organisational procedures, reviews the scope of work of the internal
control department and, together with the Executive in charge and auditors,
assesses the correct application and consistency of accounting standards for
the preparation of periodic financial reports;

-

the Board of Statutory Auditors, also acting as Internal Control and Audit
Committee oversees the adequacy of the organisational, administrative and
accounting structure adopted by the Company and its actual functioning;

-

the Supervisory Authority with respect to relevant information on its activities
reported to the Board;

-

the Independent Auditors with respect to their specific statutory obligations.
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In 2016, the Board of Directors assessed the adequacy of the internal control and
risk management system, since no problematic issues were found with respect to
the organisational structure and function of the system as a whole upon completion
of the checks made by the various bodies, including the Control and Risks
Committee.

8.1

Director responsible for internal control and risk management system

The Board of Directors is responsible for the internal control and risk management
system,

setting

the

operating

guidelines

and

checking

its

adequacy

and

effectiveness on a regular basis, to ensure that the main business risks are
identified and properly managed.
As Chief Executive Officer of the Company, the CEO identifies the main business
risks, submitting them to the Board of Directors for its review, and implements the
Board’s policies through the planning, management and monitoring of the internal
control and risk management system, as well as adapting the system to changing
operating conditions and the legislative and regulatory framework. In his role as
Director responsible for the internal control and risk management system, the CEO
can call upon the Internal Audit Department to perform audits on specific areas of
operation and to confirm compliance of corporate transactions with internal rules
and procedures, duly reporting to the Chairman of the Board of Directors,
Chairman of the Internal Control and Corporate Governance Committee and the
Chairman of the Board of Statutory Auditors.

8.2

Head of Internal Audit

The Head of Internal Audit is Sabrina Petrucci, appointed by the Board of Directors
at the meeting of 12 February 2013, at the proposal of the CEO in his capacity as
Director responsible for the internal control and risk management system, subject
to a favourable opinion from the “Control and Risks Committee” and after
consulting the Board of Statutory Auditors.
The Head of Internal Audit is not responsible for any department and reports
directly to the Board of Directors.
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The Head of Internal Audit has direct access to any information required for the
performance of his/her duties, verifying on an ongoing basis and also in relation to
specific needs and in compliance with international standards, the operations and
suitability of the internal control and risk management system by means of an
audit plan containing information on the methods for conducting risk management
and for complying with rules defined for their mitigation. This plan, approved by the
Board of Directors after consulting the Board of Statutory Auditors and the Director
responsible for the internal control and risk management system, is based on a
structured process of analysis and prioritisation of the main risks.
The Head of Internal Audit also prepares periodic reports on his/her activities and
submits these to the Director responsible for the internal control and risk
management system and to the Chairmen of the Board of Statutory Auditors and
the Control and Risks Committee.
The activities carried out by the Internal Audit department during the year, which
followed the audit plan for 2016, concerned the Administration, Treasury and
Finance, Legal and Planning and Control areas.
More specifically, the internal audit of the Administration department and the
Planning and Control area focused on processes relating to outstanding payments
and, connected with it, the processes regarding receiving payments and security
thereof; as regards the “Legal” area, disputes were examined (follow-up); as regards
the “Treasure and Finance” area, the financing processes and compliance with bank
covenants were analysed; the Property Management area was also examined.
The overall activities carried out were reported on to the Control and Risks
Committee and the Board of Directors’ meeting of 2 February 2017, together with
the preparation of an Audit plan for 2017, supported by the updated risk mapping,
analysis and assessment.
As mentioned above, the Internal Audit process was assigned to a member of staff
who may, if deemed necessary, call upon support from external consultants for
development of the audit plan. The Internal Audit department had a budget of
€19,880 for 2016.
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8.3

Organisational model pursuant to Legislative Decree 231/2001

The Company has also adopted an organisation, management and control model
since 2003, in compliance with Legislative Decree no. 231/2001, which provides a
set of preventive procedures and rules aimed at reducing the risk of committing
crimes within the corporate organisation. The last version of the Model, which was
updated following the legal changes introduced, in particular, by Law N. 186 of
2014 pertaining to “money laundering”, and Law N. 68 and 69 dated 2015,
regarding, respectively, “environmental crime” and “crime against the Public
Administration, Mafia association and false accounting”, was resolved by the Board
of Directors during the Board Meeting of 20 July 2016.

The company has also adopted its own Ethics Code which is aimed at setting out
the values that the company and the Beni Stabili Group aspire to in the running of
the business. This code is an essential component of model 231 in order to
implement it. Adoption of the ethics code is also one of the assumptions behind the
efficient running of the internal control system. An updated version of the Ethics
Code, also implementing the amendments recently made to the Company’s
“Organisational, Management and Control Model”, was approved by the Board of
Directors at the meeting of 3 November 2016.
The relevant establishment of the Supervisory Authority guarantees the observance
of the rules. It monitors observance of the Code of Ethics and of the Model, their
updates and training staff on the important topics of corporate risk management.
The Supervisory Authority, which is a collective body, currently comprises two
members, including the Company’s Head of Internal Audit and one external
member.
In 2016, the Supervisory Authority met twelve times, also in consideration of the
training programme put in place for the benefit of all the recipients of the
Organisational Model, starting with the so-called “top executives”.

8.4

Independent Auditors

Ernst Young is currently responsible for auditing the separate and consolidated
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financial statements of the Beni Stabili Group. The company was appointed by the
Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting held on 10 December 2015, for the years 20152023.
8.5

Executive

responsible

for

preparing

the

company’s

accounting

documents and other corporate roles and functions
The executive responsible for financial reporting is Ms. Barbara Pivetta, Chief
Financial Officer of the Company.
In accordance with art. 18 of the current Articles of Association, the Board of
Directors appoints a manager responsible for financial reporting, subject to
obtaining an obligatory, but non-binding, opinion from the Board of Statutory
Auditors pursuant to art. 154-bis of TUF. The manager is vested with adequate
powers and means to fulfil the task conferred to him by law.
The appointment is made after having evaluated candidates in relation to the
necessary professional requirements regarding educational qualifications, including
any specialist or post-graduate masters degrees, previous experience in positions of
similar importance and responsibility in other Companies and/or Entities, and
experience of preparing and/or analysing and/or evaluating and/or auditing
corporate documents dealing with accounting matters comparable to those arising
in the Company’s accounting records.
The Executive responsible for preparing the company’s accounting documents
prepares suitable administrative and accounting procedures for preparation of the
annual financial statements and for all other disclosures of a financial nature.
The CEO and the Executive responsible for preparing the company’s accounting
documents issue special declarations, attached to the annual and interim
Management

Reports,

on

the

suitability

and

effective

application

of

the

administrative and accounting procedures during the reporting period, together
with their correspondence with the accounting books and records, and their
reliability in providing a truthful and fair view of the equity, economic and financial
position of the Company and of the consolidated companies.
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As regards other corporate roles and functions with specific duties in terms of
internal control and risk management, please refer to Paragraph 8, “Internal
Control and Risk Management System”.

8.6

Coordination between persons involved in the internal control and risk
management system

With regard to the methods for coordination between the various persons involved
in the internal control and risk management system, please refer to the contents of
Paragraph 8 of this Report.
9.

Directors’ Interests and Transactions with Related Parties

Pursuant to provisions set forth by art. 2391-bis of the Italian Civil Code, as well as
in application of the Consob Regulations on transactions with related parties
(adopted with Resolution no. 17221 of 12 March 2010 and subsequent notices,
amendments and additions), the Company adopted and published, as per law, on
its website (www.benistabili.it) the “Procedure for the Regulation of Related Party
Transactions”, to which reference is made for any further information.
The Procedure set out the rules that govern the approval and execution of related
party transactions undertaken by the Company, either directly or through its
subsidiaries, in order to guarantee the transparency and adequacy of the
transactions

in

substantive

and

procedural

terms,

as

well

the

adequate

management of matters in which a Director has interests of his own or on behalf of
third parties.
10.

Appointment of Auditors

The entire Board of Statutory Auditors is elected by lists deposited by Shareholders,
as required by art. 20 of the Articles of Association. The lists must indicate at least
one candidate as Standing Auditor and one Alternate Auditor. To the extent
envisaged by laws and/or regulations, each list must also include at least 1/3 (“Full
Quota”), or 1/5 (“Reduced Quota”) where applicable, of individuals from each
gender as candidates as Standing Auditor, unless the lists contain less than three
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candidates. The lists must be filed with the Company’s registered office at least
twenty-five days before the date set for the Shareholders' Meeting taking place on
first call. They must also be filed with Borsa Italiana and be available on the
Company’s website at least twenty-one days before the date set for the
Shareholders’ Meeting to be held on first call. In both cases, the lists must be
submitted together with the documents required by applicable regulations.
The shareholding percentage required to be entitled to submit lists of candidates for
the position of Auditor shall be set out in the Consob communication issued within
thirty days of the end of each financial year, pursuant to art. 147-ter, par. 1 of
Legislative Decree 58/98 and art. 144-septies, par. 1 of Consob Resolution no.
11971/1999 and subsequent amendments and additions. As regards Beni Stabili,
the shareholding percentage required to be entitled to submit lists of candidates for
the position of Auditor for the renewal of the Board of Auditors for 2017, is 1% of
the share capital, pursuant to Consob Resolution No. 19856 of 25 January 2017
pursuant to art. 147-ter, par. 1 of the Legislative Decree 58/98 and art. 148, par. 2
of Legislative Decree 58/98 and art. 144-septies, par. 1, of Consob Resolution No.
11971/1999 and subsequent amendments and additions.
Each voting shareholder may vote for one list only.
Members of the Board of Statutory Auditors shall be appointed according to the
following procedure:
-

two Standing Auditors and one Alternate Auditor shall be drawn from the list
that obtains the highest number of Shareholder votes, in the sequential order
in which they appear on the list, without prejudice to compliance with the
Full Quota or Reduced Quota, where applicable;

-

a Standing Auditor and an Alternate Auditor shall be drawn from the list that
obtains the highest number of Shareholder votes from among the lists
submitted and voted for by minority Shareholders, in the sequential order in
which they appear on the list, provided that, pursuant to the law and related
regulations, they are not connected with the shareholders who submitted or
voted the above list.
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The Chairman of the Board of Statutory Auditors shall be appointed by the
Shareholders’ Meeting from among the Auditors appointed by the minority
shareholders.
Should two or more lists obtain the same number of votes, a new ballot will be held
in order to obtain a clear result.
Should only one list be submitted or no lists are deposited by minority
shareholders, this fact shall be immediately reported in accordance with the
provisions of regulations currently in force, so that lists can continue to be
submitted up to three days after the deadline for their deposit at the registered
office. In this case, the shareholding percentage required to submit lists is reduced
by half.
The list achieving the highest number of votes must guarantee compliance with the
Full Quota or Reduced Quota, where applicable. In particular, if membership of the
board, established on the basis of sequential numbers assigned to the candidates
on this list, also taking account the gender of the candidate appointed from the
minority list, does not allow compliance with the Full Quota or Reduced Quota,
where applicable, the candidates with the lowest sequential number from the
gender most represented, will be replaced by candidates of the gender least
represented and with the highest sequential number, until the membership
prescribed by applicable law is reached. In the event of replacement of a Standing
Auditor, the Alternate Auditor from the same list from which the outgoing Standing
Auditor was elected and of the same gender, where necessary to guarantee the Full
Quota or Reduced Quota, where applicable, shall be appointed. In all other cases,
the Shareholders’ Meeting called to reintegrate the Board in accordance with law
shall take action as appropriate to comply with the principle of minority
representation and, where necessary, to comply with the Full Quota or Reduced
Quota, if applicable.
The Articles of Association also sets out that individuals who are ineligible and/or
incompatible under the law and applicable regulations or do not possess the
requisites of integrity and professionalism established by applicable legislation, as
well as any individuals who serve as Standing Auditors in more than five companies
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which issue shares that are listed on regulated Italian markets may not be
appointed as Auditors.

11.

Membership and functions of the Board of Statutory Auditors (pursuant
to art. 123-bis, par. 2, letter d) of the TUF)

The current Board of Statutory Auditors was elected, in compliance with law and
the articles of association, with the resolution of 9 April 2015 for the three-year
period 2015-2016-2017, or, until the General Meeting that approves the financial
statements for the year ended 31 December 2017.
The members of the current Board of Statutory Auditors are:
-

Mr. Giuseppe Cerati

Chairman

-

Mr. Marcellino Bortolomiol

Standing Auditor

-

Mrs. Emanuela Rollino

Standing Auditor

-

Mr. Giorgio Mosci

Alternate Auditor

-

Mrs. Cristiana Trovò

Alternate Auditor

Two lists were submitted within the term for the filing of lists for the appointment of
the Board of Statutory Auditors, supported by the documents required by the
applicable regulations, the first of which by the majority shareholder, Foncière des
Régions S.A., which holds a 48.313% stake at the time the list was submitted, the
second by a Group of minority institutional shareholders, both Italian and foreign,
holders of a total stake of 2.286% at the time of presentation of the list.
The list submitted by the majority shareholder contained three standing auditors
and two alternate auditors, the second, presented by a Group of minority
institutional shareholders, contained one standing auditor and one alternate
auditor.
The

lists

and

the

documents

are

available

on

the

Company's

website

www.benistabili.it.
Information regarding the Board of Statutory Auditors is shown below.
BOARD OF STATUTORY AUDITORS
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Title

Name

Year

Date of

In office

In office

of

first

since

until

birth

appoint

List
(M/m)

ment
(1)

Indepe

Attendan

N. of

ndent

ce at the

other

as per

meeting

positio

Code

of the

ns

and

Board

TUF (1)
(3)
(4)
Chairman

Statutory
Auditor

G..

1962

09.04.15

09.04.15

31.12.17

m

Yes

11/11

24

1945

21.04.06

09.04.15

31.12.17

M

Yes

10/11

18

1978

09.04.15

09.04.15

31.12.17

M

Yes

9/11

6

G. Mosci

1958

09.04.15

09.04.15

31.12.17

m

Yes

C. Trovò

1971

09.04.15

09.04.15

31.12.17

M

Yes

Cerati
M.
Bortolo
miol

Statutory

E.

Auditor

Rollino

Alternate
Auditor
Alternate
Auditor

Quorum required for the presentation of lists by the minority shareholders: 1% (*)
Number of meetings during the year of reference: 11

(1) At the time of appointment, two lists were submitted: one by the majority
shareholders, from which, pursuant to the applicable legislation, two standing
auditors and one alternate auditor were elected in the progressive order in which
they appeared in said list, and one list by a Group of minority institutional
shareholders, from the Chairman of the Board of Statutory Auditors and an
alternate auditor were elected.
(2) The

Company’s

current

Corporate

Governance

Code’s

prerequisites

for

independence of Directors and Statutory Auditors (see art. 13 of the Corporate
Governance Code).
(3) This is the number of meetings attended by each member of the Board of
Statutory Auditors.
(4) This is the number of positions as Director or Statutory Auditor held in
accordance with art. 148-bis of the TUF. The complete list of positions is
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published by Consob, on its web site, pursuant to article 144-quinquiesdecies of
Consob Issuers Regulation.
For increased transparency all the director or auditor positions held in
companies referred to in Book V, Title V, Chapters V, VI and VII of the Civil Code
were listed.
(*)With regard to the shareholding required for the submission of the lists, also by
minority shareholders, of candidates for the office of Auditor, see the
communication published by Consob within thirty days from the end of each
financial year, pursuant to art. 147-ter, par. 1 of Italian Legislative Decree 58/98
and art. 144-septies, paragraph 1, of Consob resolution N. 11971/1999, as
amended. In the event of a submission of only one list or if no list is submitted by
the minority shareholders, this will be promptly communicated in compliance
with the methods set forth by the law, so that the lists may be submitted up to
the third day subsequent to the deadline set forth for their submission at the
company's registered office. In this case, the shareholding required for the
submission of the lists is reduced to half.
The Board of Statutory Auditors met eleven times, for an average duration of five
hours for each meeting, in 2016 in the performance of their statutory duties. The
Board of Statutory Auditors also attended meetings of the Board of Directors. It
coordinated with the Internal Audit department, the Oversight Body and with the
Control and Risk Committee, attending the meetings of the latter.
Eight meetings have been scheduled for the current year, one of which has already
been held.
Among other things, the Board of Statutory Auditors oversaw the actual
implementation of the Company's current Corporate Governance Code in accordance
with art. 149, par. 1, letter c-bis of the TUF verifying, by the way, the correct
application of the criteria and procedures adopted by the Board of Directors to assess
the independence of independent members who defined themselves as independent.
The Board of Statutory Auditors verified also the permanence of the independence
requirements provided for by the Corporate Governance Code of the Company, by
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individual members of the same, and has informed the Board of Directors at the first
meeting.
Pursuant to the Company’s current Corporate Governance Code, the criteria for
assessing the independence requirements for Auditors are the same as those used in
assessing the independence requirements for Directors.
In the Board of Statutory Auditors' opinion on the assessment of the independence
of the Ernst & Young, in accordance with their duties pursuant to article 19 of
Legislative Decree 39/2010, there were no reasons for excluding the independence
of Mazars S.p.A. as auditing company, also considering its representation of
independence and the nature and volume of the mandates awarded to Ernst &
Young by Beni Stabili and the Beni Stabili Group companies.

The members of the Board of Statutory Auditors are highly qualified, also in terms
of their knowledge of the Company’s business sector and the reference regulatory
framework. For these reasons, it was not deemed appropriate at this time to
promote training initiatives in this respect.
If an Auditor has an interest in a specific Company transaction, reference is made
to

the

“Procedure

for

the

Regulation

of

Related

Party

Transactions”

(www.benistabili.it), given that, according to law and the corporate Procedure, the
Auditor of Beni Stabili is to be considered a “Related Party” of the Company.

12.

Relations with Shareholders

In order to ensure continuous dialogue with shareholders and institutional
investors, the Company has added easily identifiable pages to its website that
provide important information about the Company for shareholders, in order to
allow them to exercise their rights in an aware fashion.
In accordance with the provisions of Legis. Decree 58/98 and the Issuers
Regulations of Consob, as amended in implementation of the “Transparency
Directive”, the company Internet site has special sections that include the
“regulated information” in which statutory disclosures are added from time to time.
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Moreover, currently the “Investor Relations” department is headed by Ms. Barbara
Pivetta (e-mail: barbara.pivetta@benistabili.it).
13.

Shareholders’ Meetings

The Shareholders’ Meeting is Ordinary or Extraordinary as defined by law and may
be convened in Italy, if necessary at a location other than the registered office.
Ordinary Shareholders’ Meetings must be convened at least once a year, within 120
(one hundred and twenty) days of the end of the Company’s financial year. This
deadline may be extended to 180 (one hundred and eighty) days, pursuant to art.
2364, par. 2, of the Italian Civil Code.
Without prejudice to the legal right of the Board of Statutory Auditors, or to two of
its members in accordance with specific legislation, to call meetings, Shareholders’
Meetings are convened by the Chairman of the Board of Directors or his
representative indicating the date, time and place of the meeting and the agenda for
the meeting by a notice published in the Official Gazette of the Republic or in the
daily "Il Sole 24 Ore" within the period required by law.
Art. 2 of the Articles of Associations permits the Company to transfer its registered
office to another location within the same Municipality or establish and/or close
branch offices as well as representative offices in Italy and overseas, by resolution of
its Board of Directors.
The transfer of the registered office to another location within the Italian territory
must be approved during an Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting.
Pursuant to art. 18 of the current Articles of Association, the Board of Directors is
also responsible for the adjustment of the Articles of Association to regulations in
force, in compliance with provisions set out in art. 2365, par. 2, of the Italian Civil
Code.
Information

on

the

action

and

privileges

introduced

to

protect

minority

shareholders is contained in the sections of this report dealing with the election of
the Board of Directors (paragraph 4.1) and the Board of Statutory Auditors
(paragraph 14).
Shareholders’ Meetings are regulated by specific instructions designed to facilitate
the orderly and practical conduct of meetings.
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The instructions clearly state, amongst other things, the maximum duration of each
speech as well as the Chairman’s powers, also to avert conflict during the meeting.
Pursuant to art. 9 of the Articles of Association, the right to speak at Shareholders’
Meetings is extended to shareholders who meet the current legal requirements. In
particular, for those eligible to take part and vote during Shareholders’ Meetings, a
certificate issued by intermediaries must have reached the Company. This notice
must certify that these individuals are eligible to take part and vote in the meeting,
according to accounting records as at the seventh trading day prior to the
Shareholders' Meeting date, first call. This notice shall reach the Company by the
end of the third market trading day before the date of the Shareholders’ Meeting,
first call, or by a different term, set by Consob, in agreement with the Bank of Italy
and regulations.
The shareholder is eligible to attend and to vote in Shareholders’ Meetings also in
the event the notice reached the Company after the above-mentioned terms,
provided that it arrived before the beginning of the meeting, second call.
Each Shareholder eligible to attend the meeting can be represented, by written
proxy, upon terms and conditions set forth by law and prevailing regulations; this
proxy may be transmitted electronically by certified e-mail and in any ways
indicated in the call notice.
The Company is not authorised to designate its representative pursuant to art. 135undecies of the Legislative Decree 58/98.
At the Shareholders’ Meeting of 7 April 2016, three members of the Board of
Directors and two members of the Board of Auditors, including the Chairman,
attended. During the Shareholders’ Meeting, the Board of Directors, also through
the CEO, provided Shareholders with the necessary information to make informed
decisions by ensuring that they received (also prior to the meeting) all the
documentation prepared for individual agenda items, by the date and in the form
required by legislation and the Articles of Association.
No significant changes in the market capitalisation of Company shares or in its
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ownership structure occurred during the year.

14.

Other corporate governance matters (pursuant to art. 123-bis, par. 2, letter
a) of the TUF)

No other corporate governance matters were adopted by the Company apart from
those already illustrated above, apart from the obligations provided by law or
regulations.

15.

Subsequent events occurred after the ending of the financial year

With regard to changes to the corporate governance system occurring since the end
of 2016, reference should be made to the detailed descriptions given in each section
of this Report.

Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ
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ATTACHMENT A

Information is set out below regarding the personal and professional attributes of
the members of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ's Board of Directors together with a
schedule of the other companies (listed on Italian and non-Italian regulated
markets, finance companies, banks, insurance companies and large corporations)
in which each Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ Director holds the position of Director or
Auditor.
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List of offices and functions exercised by Christophe Kullmann at 31 December 2016

Christophe KULLMANN
Born 15 October 1965 in Metz (57)
French national
Business address : 30 avenue Kléber, 75116 Paris
Main function : General Manager of Foncière des Régions

Biography :
Christophe Kullmann has spent his whole career in the real estate industry. He was in charge of financial
management at Immobilière Batibail, a publicly traded real estate development Company, from 1992 until its
merger in 1999 with Foncière Gecina, where he oversaw its financial management.
At the helm of Foncière des Régions since its creation in 2001, Christophe Kullmann serves as General
Manager and is a member of the Board of Directors. Since 2015, he also serves as Deputy Director of Beni
Stabili, a subsidiary of Foncière des Régions in Italy.
Since 2012, Christophe Kullmann serves as the Chairman of the French Federation of Real Estate Companies
(FSIF), a trade association in the listed real estate sector. In addition, he is a member of the EPRA Board of
Directors and memberfounder of the Palladio Foundation.
Offices held within Foncière des Régions group :
General Manager
Date of appointment : 31 January 2011
Date of re-appointment : 1 January 2015
Date of expiration of the term of office : 31 December 2018
Director
Date of appointment : 25 April 2012
Date of expiration of the term of office : General Meeting approving in 2016 the annual financial statements for the
year ended 31 December 2015
Other offices held within the Foncière des Régions group :
Chairman of the Supervisory Board : Foncière des Murs SCA (public company)
Chairman of the Strategy Committee : FDM Management SAS
Member of the Supervisory Board : Immeo SE (European company)
Deputy Director : Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ (Italian public company)
Member of the Executive and Investment Committee : Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ (Italian public company)
Director : Foncière Développement Logements – FDL SA (public company)
Member of the Appointments and Remunerations Committee : Foncière Développement Logements – FDL SA
(public company)
Manager : GFR Kléber SARL
Legal representative of Foncière des Régions, Chairman : Technical SAS
Legal representative of Foncière des Régions, Manager : SCI Esplanade Belvedere II, SCI Raphaël, SCI Le
Ponant 1986, SCI Oméga A, SCI Oméga C, SCI Ruhl Cote d’Azur, SCI Latécoère, SCI Latécoère 2, SCI
Lenovilla, SCI Meudon Saulnier, SCI 11 Place de l’Europe, SCI du 15 rue des Cuirassiers, SCI du 288 rue
Duguesclin

Offices held outside the Foncière des Régions group :
Chairman of the Board of Directors : FSIF (trade union)
Member of the executive board : EPRA
Terms of office expired within the last five fiscal years :
Chairman : FDR 3 SAS (ended in 2013), FDR 2 SAS (ended in 2012)
Manager : EIF (Association – ended in 2014), IPD France SAS (ended in 2013)
Director : Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ (Italian public company – ended in 2015)
Member of the Supervisory Board : Foncière Europe Logistique SCA (ended in 2012), Immeo AG (German
company – change of compagny form in 2015), Immeo Wohnen GmbH (German company – change of company
form in 2014)
Permanent representative of Foncière des Régions, Manager : FSIF (Trade association – ended in 2012)
Member of the Audit Committee : Foncière des Murs SCA (public company)
Legal representative of Foncière des Régions, Chairman : GFR Blériot SAS (ended in 2014), GFR Externalisation
SAS (ended in 2012)
Legal representative of Foncière des Régions, Manager : SCI Tostel (ended in 2014), SCI du 32/50 Rue
Parmentier (ended in 2014)
Legal representative of Foncière des Régions, Chairman of GFR Blériot, Manager : SCI du 1 Rue de Verdun
(ended in 2014), SCI du 15 Rue des Cuirassiers (ended in 2014), SCI du 288 Rue Duguesclin (ended in 2014)
Permanent representative of République SA (formerly called Urbis Park), Director : BP 3000 SA (until 20
December 2016)
Permanent representative of FDR 3, member of the Supervisory Board : Altaréa SCA (public company – ended in
2012)

LEONARDO DEL VECCHIO Director
He is the founder of Luxottica Group and has been Chairman of the Board since it was formed in 1961.
He has been appointed Executive Chairman on January 29, 2016.
In 1986, the President of the Republic of Italy conferred on Mr. Del Vecchio the honor of Cavaliere
dell’Ordine al “Merito del Lavoro” (Knight of the Order for Labor Merit).
In May 1995, he received an honorary degree in Business Administration from the Venice Cà Foscari
University. In 1999, he received a Master honoris causa in International Business from MIBManagement School in Trieste, and in 2002 he received an honorary degree in Managerial Engineering
from the University of Udine. In March 2006, Mr. Del Vecchio received another honorary degree in
Materials Engineering from Politecnico of Milan.
In December 2012 the Foundation CUOA awarded him an honorary master’s degree in Business
Administration.
Mr. Del Vecchio is Chairman of Delfin S.à r.l. and Aterno S.a.r.l., Deputy Chairman of Foncière des
Régions S.A.; he is Director of the Board of Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ and GiVi Holding S.p.A.

LEONARDO DEL VECCHIO
Membro CdA
Fondatore della Società Luxottica Group, è Presidente del Consiglio di Amministrazione della stessa
dalla sua costituzione nel 1961. E’ stato nominato Presidente Esecutivo il 29 gennaio 2016.
Nel 1986 il Presidente della Repubblica gli ha conferito l’onorificenza di Cavaliere dell’Ordine al
“Merito del Lavoro”. Nel maggio 1995, ha ricevuto una laurea ad honorem in Economia Aziendale
dall’Università Cà Foscari di Venezia. Nel 1999 ha ricevuto un Master honoris causa in Economia
Internazionale da parte di MIB, Management School di Trieste e nel 2002 ha ricevuto una laurea ad
honorem in Ingegneria Gestionale dall’Università di Udine. Nel marzo 2006 ha ricevuto una laurea
honoris causa in Ingegneria dei Materiali dal Politecnico di Milano.
A dicembre 2012 la Fondazione CUOA gli ha conferito il Master honoris causa in Business
Administration.
È Presidente di Delfin S.à r.l. e di Aterno S.a.r.l.; Vice Presidente di Foncière des Régions S.A.; è
Consigliere di Amministrazione di Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ e di GiVi Holding S.p.A.

List of offices and functions exercised by Jean LAURENT at 31 December 2016

Jean LAURENT
Born 31 July 1944 in Mazamet (81)
French national
Business address : 30 avenue Kléber, 75116 Paris
Main function : Chairman of the Board of Directors of Foncière des Régions

Biography :
Jean Laurent is a graduate of the École Nationale Supérieure de l’Aéronautique (1967) and holds a Master of
Science from Wichita State University.
He has spent his entire career within the Crédit Agricole Group, initially in the Crédit Agricole branches in
Toulouse, then in Loiret and in Paris Region where he held or supervised various roles in retail banking.
He then joined the Caisse Nationale du Crédit Agricole, first as Deputy General Manager (1993-1999), and then
as General Manager (1999-2005). In this capacity, he handled the IPO of Crédit Agricole SA (2001), then the
acquisition and integration of Crédit Lyonnais in the Crédit Agricole group.
He was appointed Chairman of the Board of Directors of Foncière des Régions in 2011.
Offices held within Foncière des Régions group :
Chairman of the Board of Directors, independent Director
Member of the Strategic and Investment Committee
Date of appointment : 31 January 2011
Date of re-appointment : 17 April 2015
Date of expiration of the term of office: General Meeting approving in 2019 the annual financial statements for the
year ended 31 December 2018
Other offices held within the Foncière des Régions group :
Director : Beni Stabili S.p.A. SIIQ (Italian public company)
Offices held outside the Foncière des Régions group :
Director, Lead Director and Chairman of the Appointments and Remunerations Committee : Danone SA (public
company)
Vice-Chairman of the Supervisory Board, Chairman of the Audit Committee and member of the Finance
Committee : Eurazeo SA (public company)
Terms of office expired within the last five fiscal years :
Director : Unigrains SA (ended in 2014), Crédit Agricole Egypt SAE (ended in 2012)
Member of the Supervisory Board and member of the Audit Committee : M6 Television (public company - ended
in 2012)
Chairman of the Corporate Social Responsibility Committee : Danone SA (public company)
Chairman of the Board of Directors : Institut Europlace de Finance (Foundation)

ADRIANA SAITTA
Date of birth

9 June 1970

Nationality

Italian

Contact details

22 rue Oudinot, 75007 Paris
Tel: +33645527974
E-mail: adriana.saitta@intesasanpaolo.com, adriana@libero.it

WORK EXPERIENCE

Jan 2015-now

General Manager
Paris, France
Intesa Sanpaolo Paris
Intesa Sanpaolo operates in France in the Large Corporate business, with focus on Cac 40 companies and a
mix of traditional commercial/transaction banking and investment banking. The position involves full
responsibility over the business of the Group in France.

Apr 2016- now

Board Member,
Beni Stabili (Groupe Foncière de Régions)

Milan, Italy

Apr 2009- Dic 2016 Chairman,
Zagreb, Croatia
Intesa Sanpaolo Card d.o.o.
Intesa Sanpaolo Card is the first global monoliner company created by Intesa Sanpaolo and it is dedicated to
develop and manage card business on an international level in those countries where Intesa Sanpaolo Group
operates. The company has been sold in December 2016.
 It is active both in issuing and acquiring business
 Currently manages and processes 6.3 million debit and credit cards, around 60.000 POS terminals and
around 2.500 ATMs. The credit card business is a consumer finance business as all the cards are either
revolving or linked to loans.
 Operative centers of the Company are situated in Republic of Croatia and in the Republic of Slovenia
(around 300 employees)
Sep 2009-Dic 2014

Head of Retail Marketing and Sales (Direzione Commerciale),
Milan, Italy
International Subsidiary Banks Division
The role, which reports to the Head of ISP Foreign Bank Division, includes all the functions of the previous
position of Business Development and Marketing Coordination, with the Corporate activities being out of the
scope of the department since end of 2013. In addition, the position entails direct responsibility over
international product factories, namely
 Card (Intesa Sanpaolo Card)
 Consumer Finance (CFH, Slovakia)
 Asset management (Vub AM)
Main target is to develop these businesses and transform those companies in global monoliner active in all
countries where Intesa Sanpaolo is present outside of Italy.

Apr 2014-Dic 2014

Chairman,
Consumer Finance Holding
CFH is a leader in consumer finance in Central Europe

Feb 2007-Sep 2009

Head of Business Development and Marketing Coordination,
Milan, Italy
International Subsidiary Banks Division
The position, which reports to the Head of Division, entails responsibility over business and marketing
coordination for Intesa Sanpaolo foreign banks, in particular:
 Designing, recruiting and leading a team of 40 product/segment managers and marketing professionals
 Functionally leading all Retail and Corporate/SME managers in the Banks
 Leading product factories’ creation initiatives
 Defining development guidelines for critical products and developing cross-border products
 Directly developing retail business in newly acquired banks (es. currently Romania, Egypt, Serbia)
 Developing credit scoring systems
 Creating central customer satisfaction unit and systems
 Leading cross-border marketing initiatives (es. Branch format and layout; ATL/BTL format)

Bratislava, Slovakia






Directly developing retail business in newly acquired banks (es. currently Romania, Egypt, Serbia)
Developing credit scoring systems
Creating central customer satisfaction unit and systems
Leading cross-border marketing initiatives (es. Branch format and layout; ATL/BTL format)

Main achievements:








Created Intesa Sanpaolo Card, the first global monoliner company of the Group. Since its activation many
successful projects accomplished, ex. global/common debit and credit card product portfolio for all
countries, launch of a regional mobile payments platform and an innovative unbanked payment solution
(current projects), creation of an unified business architecture for global card operations (issuing and
acquiring)
Launched and developed successfully key cross-border “platform” projects. Some examples:
 Common CRM platform (currently already deployed in 5 countries) and related center of competence
in Croatia
 Common loan origination system (currently deployed in 7 countries) and related center of
competence in Slovakia
 Common Multichannel platform (under development jointly with center of competence creation)
Developed some key global products. Examples are:
 Guaranteed deposit for all markets
 Common loan and mortgage CPI for all countries
Developed new relationship management model for large corporate and multinationals
Development of a common branch model/layout currently adopted by 8 countries

Banca Intesa – Retail Division
Retail Division of Banca Intesa was the largest business unit of the bank accounting for around 60% of total
revenues of the group. Consumers’, Small business and SME banking were reporting to the Head of Division,
together with some product factories (es. Asset management, Cards, Leasing, Bancassurance) and Retail/SME
networks.
Lug 2006-Feb 2007

Head of Consumers’ Banking, Retail Division
Milan, Italy
The position, which reports to the Head of Retail Division, entailed responsibility over marketing and sales of
financial products to Mass Market and Affluent Segments, which includes approximately 5 million clients –
90% of total Retail Customer base. Overall a team of 20 in HQ marketing and 12 mass market and affluent
Regional managers with direct responsibility over 150 mass market and affluent Area managers; these last had
control and responsibility on segment sales budget and on 5000 mass market and affluent branch account
managers.
Main achievements:




Achieved a year to year revenues growth of more than 15% (3 billion euro as end of 2006)
Launched the most successful CPI product in Italy (penetration 70% over mortgage and 90% over loans as
opposed to less than 25% for the banking system), intesa proteggi mutuo
Launched the first mortgage derivative for consumers

Mar 2003-Lug 2006 Head of Mass Market, Retail Division
Milan, Italy
The position, which reported to the Head of Retail Marketing, has represented a pivotal role in the initial (2003
& 2004) sales redesign/reorganization activity, both at network and HQ level. Eventually the position has
entailed responsibility over a team of 10 in HQ marketing and 6 mass market Regional managers with control
over 80 mass market Area managers, with direct responsibility over 3000 mass market account managers.
Mass Market Segment includes approximately 4 million clients – 80% of total Retail Customer base.
Main achievements:




New segment-based organization model was created throughout the entire sales chain; the new segment
line that was created (Regional segment managers and Area segment managers) has been the key driver
of change and results of Intesa in these last years. Efforts and results have been tangible both on
organization and on cultural change: all sales process have been redesigned and an almost 100% turnover
on key sales roles has been achieved in the first 2 years
Managed an average yearly revenues’ growth of 15% (revenues generated by the segment in 2006 have
been 1,7 billion euro)




1995- Feb 2003

EDUCATION
1998
1994

LANGUAGES

Extensively repricing main products to gain profitability
Completely reviewed products’ portfolio launching some of the most successful products of recent past in
the domestic market.

McKinsey & Company – Associate Principal
Milan, Italy/Lisbon, Portugal
Member of European leadership Group of Banking and Securities Practice (Operations in Retail Banking).
Leader of the Induction program for the Italian office. Worked for several key European players in the
Banking industry; most relevant projects include:
 PFS division of Postal operator: designed and implemented a comprehensive revenue-improvement
program. Reviewed the distribution model of the retail network.
 Large International Financial Group: developed a new sales and servicing platform for the mass market
network of the Group. Conducted pilot of the new platform achieving relevant improvements on sales and
a radical growth in the migration rate of transactions of customers to alternative channels.
 Medium-sized Italian Bank: developed a new infrastructure for payments and financial services for B2B
Marketplaces and evaluated the impact on internal operations of Corporate payments and financial
services.
 Medium-sized Italian Bank: defined the new strategy for the Mid Corporate business unit of the Bank;
defined the new multichannel and front line approach and evaluated the impact on service level.
 Large Italian banking group: developed a comprehensive operational-improvement program to support
transformation towards a multi-specialist model. Activities included: redesign of all branch front and back
office activities; centralization of relevant banking factories; development of a new performance
measurement system for all key operational drivers.
 Large Italian Retail bank: redesigned core front and back office teller payments processes resulting in
operating costs savings of 45%. Project had a very large scope, ranging from process redesign to
development and launch of a new branch information system supporting core transactions.
INSEAD – MBA
Fontainebleau, France
Università Commerciale Luigi Bocconi
Milan, Italy
Bachelor Degree in Business Administration - Graduated summa cum laude
Italian VI, English V, French V, Spanish III, Portuguese I

